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1. Introduction

1.1 Problem
One question that is always on a college student's mind is: "Is the ARC busy?". There
have been many times throughout our college career where we have gone to the ARC
expecting a quick workout just to see lines for the machines we want to use. We've
always wished that we could see what machines were being used and what were not. To
combat this, we would like to create an interface where students can use their phone to
visually see which equipment at the ARC are being used and which are not.

1.2 Solution
We would like to create an interface where students can use their phone to visually see
which equipment at the ARC are being used and which are not. This way, students can
anticipate whether or not they should go to the ARC. At a high level, there would be a
button by the equipment being used. The button, upon being pressed by the user when a
machine is being used, would then send a signal to an IoT device which would then send
a signal to an AWS server. Our website will then use this server to update a UI which
users can utilize to see which machine is being used. It should be noted that this design
will be restricted to the Matrix Mega Half Rack which is the most used apparatus at the
ARC. This system can be used generally for any machine at the ARC, however, the full
capabilities of this system is unlocked for the Matrix Mega Half Rack.

1.3 Visual Aid
The diagram below depicts the full process of how our system works. First, a user will
press a button on an ARC machine. Then, the System on Chip (ESP-32) on the PCB will
wirelessly communicate the machines used to a Raspberry Pi. This Pi will then send this
information to AWS, where our website will get information about whether or not a
machine is in use. The UI will then depict to a viewer that a machine is in use.
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1.4 High level requirements list
Battery Life: PCB should be able to last for multiple hours without a direct power
source.
Multiple Machines Serviced: Our system will be able to support up to 5 machines being
used.
Website Access: Multiple people will be able to access the website at one time
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2. Design

2.1 Block diagram:
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2.2  Subsystem Overview:

2.2.1 Subsystem 1 (Button to IoT device)
In order to detect whether or not a machine is in use, we would like to create a PCB with
the following components: a button that will be pressed whenever a machine is being
used, an esp32 system on chip, and a led of different colors to indicate that a machine is
being used. We will use the MQTT network protocol to communicate between the esp32
on our PCB and the Raspberry Pi. Information on machine status will be shared via the
MQTT protocol to the Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi will also receive information from
our website that will then be communicated to the PCB. Once the button is pressed, the
led on our PCB will also light up to signify the machine is in use. In order to power this
subsystem, we will have rechargeable lithium ion batteries, on a battery pack. These
batteries can be easily charged. In order for this subsystem to act in accordance with our
high level requirements, our IoT device should be able to handle the communication of
multiple machine sensor pcbs at once. Also, this subsystem should be able to last multiple
hours with a single 3V lithium ion battery.

In order to test and program the esp32 system on chip, we will be using a USB UART
TTL in order to program and configure the esp32. We will only require a single USB
UART TTL to program all the esp32s that we will be using.

Button Requirements Verification

Requirement 1: A button press should be
able to send a MQTT packet to our IoT
device.

Requirement 2: When a user presses the
button to use the ARC machine, the red
LED should light up to signify the
machine is in use.

Requirement 3: When a user presses the
button to use the ARC machine, the green
LED should light up to signify the
machine is not in use.

Verification 1: On our IoT device, which
will act as a MQTT server, we can verify
what devices are requesting information
on it, by a simple command on the IoT
device.

Verification 2: This can be easily verified
by pressing the button on our system and
visually checking the activation of the red
led.

Verification 3: This can be easily verified
by pressing the button on our system and
visually checking the activation of the
green led.
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Requirement 4: Multiple machines must
be able to send messages simultaneously

Requirement 5: Control subsystem should
last 4 days without being recharged.

Verification 4: on the IoT device
command line can be used to check what
devices are trying to send messages to the
device

Verification 5: We will conduct tests to
make sure the Control subsystem can last
4 days.

2.2.2 Subsystem 2  (IoT device to AWS Server)
For a high level overview of our project, the button is directly connected to the ESP-32,
which will communicate with the Raspberry Pi via Message Queue Telemetry Transport,
or MQTT. Once the data is on the Raspberry Pi, we are planning on utilizing AWS sdk to
publish the data from the sensor onto the cloud.

MQTT publish/subscribe model
MQTT is the standard of communication for IoT designs due to its lightweight
publish/subscribe system, and is designed for constrained devices with low bandwidth.
Using MQTT, we can have multiple clients sending and receiving data to and from a
single “broker”, a hub that receives and filters all messages, and publishes the messages
to all clients that are subscribed to that topic. In our case, the ESP-32 will be acting as a
client, and the Raspberry Pi will be acting as both a client and a broker. Once the button
is pressed, the data for a certain topic (for example, “data/arc_availability”) will be
published from the ESP-32 to the Pi, and the Pi, which is subscribed to that topic, will
receive that published data.
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Diagram displaying AWS cycle
In order to send data to the AWS cloud, we will install AWS IoT Device SDK onto our
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B. All machine information that is sent to the Pi will be sent to the
AWS cloud. Ultimately, the Raspberry Pi will act as a gateway of communication
between all ARC machine sensors to the AWS server. Ideally, the ARC would only need
one Raspberry in order to send ARC machine sensors information  to AWS. Because of
this, in order to charge the Raspberry Pi, we will just plug it into a free outlet at the ARC.

IoT Device Requirements Verification

Requirement 1: Manage multiple MQTT
publish messages from a single ESP32
Device

Requirement 2: Manage and differentiate
multiple MQTT publish messages from
multiple ESP32 Devices.

Requirement 3: Manage different types of
MQTT publish messages from AWS
server and be able to differentiate when
AWS server is referring to a particular
ESP32 device.

Verification 1: Command line within the
IoT device interface can be used to verify
whether or not each publish message from
a particular ESP32 device is being
received

Verification 2: Command line within the
IoT device interface can be used to verify
if the IoT device is receiving all packets
from multiple ESP32 devices

Verification 3:  Command line within the
IoT device interface can be used to verify
if the IoT device is receiving all packets
from our AWS server.
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2.2.3  Subsystem 3 (AWS Server to website)
Once the data is on the cloud, we can use AWS API commands to directly access the data
from our web server. This server will host all information on which machine is being
used. The website we will design will keep track and display what machines at the ARC
are being used by using the AWS server configured in Subsystem 2. We will have the
feature of push notifications on our website. If a student wants to be alerted that a
machine is available, they can provide their email address and will be contacted when a
machine is not in use. This website will be configured using the Python framework Flask.
In order to act in accordance with our high level requirements, multiple users should be
able to use our website without any issues.

AWS Server Requirements Verification

Requirement 1: Server must be able to
receive MQTT messages from Raspberry
Pi 3

Requirement 2: Server must send packets
to our website with information on which
machine is in use.

Verification 1: AWS has a console to
interface with its servers. We can use the
AWS console to ensure the proper packets
are being sent from and to the AWS
server.

Verification 2: We can check to see if the
web server hosting our website can check
whether or not messages from the AWS
server are being received.

Website Requirements Verification

Requirement 1: Website receives packets
from AWS server.

Requirement 2: Website is able to send
email notifications to students when a
machine is not being used.

Verification 1: Web Server can be checked
to see what packets are being sent to it.

Requirement 2: We will have our phones
registered to receive email notifications
when machines are not in use to ensure
the notification system works.
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2.2.4 Subsystem 4 (Motion sensor to IoT device)
If there is time in the project, we would like to attach a motion sensor in order to detect
use of the equipment that occurred without pressing the button. This would allow our
website to be changed if a person forgot to press the button. We would like to include a
fail safe in order to provide the most accurate information to students. The motion sensor
will be on the PCB, and, thus, will be powered by the rechargeable lithium battery. We
will incorporate logic to limit the power consumption of the motion sensor, so it is not
being used continuously. An example of this logic is scheduled downtimes for when the
ARC is closed. Since we will be using a PIR motion sensor, we will use electronic tape in
order to limit the range of view of the motion sensor. This will ensure that we will not
take in more information that we don’t need and we can control the sensor to take in input
from individuals using the machine.

Motion Sensor Requirements: Verification:

Requirement 1: Motion sensor should only be
able to detect movement from when the
machine is in use and not due to random
movement.

Requirement 2: Motion sensor should only
trigger if a machine is in use if the button is
not pressed.

Requirement 3: Motion sensor should only
detect movement up to 3 meters.

Verification 1: We will test movement
manually to make sure random movement
isn’t tracked. We will also use electronic tape
to limit the angle of motion intake.

Verification 2: We will test to make sure the
machine status on the website isn’t changed
when the button is pressed.

Verification 3: We will utilize the
potentiometer on the PIR sensor to ensure the
range of the motion sensor is up to 3 meters.

2.2.5 Subsystem 5 (Power)

Power System Requirements: Verification:

Requirement 1: Be able to power all on-board
components.

Verification 1: All subsystems within the PCB
work as intended.
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Requirement 2: Be able to sustain power to all
on-board components for 5 days

Requirement 3: Be able to safely charge each
rechargeable battery.

Requirement 4: Be able to display when a
battery needs to be recharged for the
convenience of ARC employees.

Verification 2: All subsystems within the PCB
work as intended for 5 days worth of
operation hours at the ARC.

Verification 3: The BQ2057 IC will be able to
manage the charging of each lithium ion
battery. This chip will prevent overcharging
and overheating of the Power subsystem.

Verification 4: We are using the LM3914 bar
graph LED to provide a visual to when the
batteries will need to be recharged.

Component Power Consumption Power Consumption (5 days)

Button - -

ESP32 55 mA * 17 hrs * 5 days 4675 mAh

Battery Life Indicator 10 mA * 17 hrs * 5 days 850 mAh

LEDs 12mA * 17 hrs * 5 days 1020 mAh

PIR Sensor 0.1 mA * 17 hrs * 5 days 8.5 mAh

Total: 6553.5 mAh

The power consumption for the battery life indicator, LEDs, and PIR Sensor are
straightforward to calculate, as that information was directly on each component's
datasheet. However, we must closely analyze the consumption of the ESP32 for our
specific use case of transmitting and receiving data via WiFi:

When the ESP32 is in Active Mode (Wifi module, bluetooth module, and processing core
running at all times), greater than 240 mA is needed for operation. Furthermore, it has
been documented that large spikes in power of almost 790 mA occur when Wifi and
Bluetooth are in operation together. For our use case, we will only be leveraging the WiFi
connectivity feature of the ESP32 for data communication purposes with the Raspberry
Pi. Furthermore, we intend to let the ESP32 operate in Deep Sleep mode so that it stays at
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a low power consumption of 0.011 mA when it is not transmitting or receiving data via
WiFi. Therefore, on average, we expect a power consumption of 39 mA - 55 mA for the
ESP32.

In order to power all on-board components (listed above), we will be using two
Panasonic NCR18650GA 3450 mAH 10A lithium ion rechargeable batteries. According
to our calculations, we estimate a total power consumption (worst case) of around 6553.5
mAh. Thus, utilizing two 18650 batteries is essential as we will be able to output 6900
mAh, lasting a total of 5 full days of operational hours at the ARC.

Because we would like to ensure the safety and electrical integrity of our system, we are
incorporating the BQ2057 IC for each rechargeable battery being used for the system.
This will ensure that each battery is safely being charged to its full capacity and nothing
more.

We will be charging the lithium ion batteries using a TP4056 USB C Li-Ion Charger
module. Using this module, we will be able to charge the battery pack using a USB-C
cable, thus enabling the entire system to charge without removing the physical batteries
from the case.

For the convenience of the employees of the ARC, we will visually display the battery
life of each power subsystem. The battery life indicator we will use is the LM3914 bar
graph chip. The display will allow ARC workers to know when the rechargeable batteries
will need to be plugged in for charging.

2.3 Tolerance Analysis

2.3.1 Determining Battery Life
In order for the ARC Machine Sensor to operate correctly, it needs to be connected to a
large enough rechargeable battery in order to function properly. Thus, to calculate the
amount of energy needed to power a single ARC Machine Sensor for 5 days (this is in
accordance with our high level requirements), we are using the following equation,
E_5_days = E_SumOfAllComponentsFor5Days. We postulate that the total amount of
energy that the rechargeable batteries need to hold should be equal to the total amount of
energy to fully power the ARC Machine Sensor system for 5 straight days of use without
a recharge session. To calculate this we took the sum of the power needed to use each
component of the ARC Machine Sensor system, which can be seen in the table below.
The total power consumption is also shown. As can be seen, the total power consumption
is 6553.5 mAh. With this number, we now know that a battery that provides enough total
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power to 6553.5 mAh is needed. For this reason, we are using 2 18650 rechargeable
batteries to power the ARC Machine Sensor system which will satisfy the power
requirement of 5 days.

Component Power Consumption Power Consumption (5 days)

Button - -

ESP32 55 mA * 17 hrs * 5 days 4675 mAh

Battery Life Indicator 10 mA * 17 hrs * 5 days 850 mAh

LEDs 12mA * 17 hrs * 5 days 1020 mAh

PIR Sensor 0.1 mA * 17 hrs * 5 days 8.5 mAh

Total: 6553.5 mAh

2.3.1 Subsystem 1 (Button to IoT device)
One facet of this subsystem we will need to account for is placement of our PCB. Though
we plan on implementing a weight sensor in order to detect usage of ARC equipment
without the button being pressed, ideally, the button will be primarily used to indicate that
a machine is in use. For this reason, we will be testing out different locations to place our
PCB, so a person at the ARC can easily locate and press the button.
Another facet of this subsystem we will need to account for is battery usage and
consumption. Since datasheets may not contain accurate information about the product in
use, we will need to test each component separately to ensure that we know the
appropriate operating conditions to work within.

The biggest facet of this subsystem we will need to account for is how long the entire
subsystem will last with an external, rechargeable lithium battery. Because of this, we
will complete the appropriate calculations in order to maximize battery life.

Another facet of this subsystem we will need to account for is handling traffic of multiple
sensors on the network. Since, multiple sensors will be communicating to the IoT device,
the device must be able to differentiate between each sensor and adapt accordingly.
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The final consideration that needs to be made for this subsystem is connecting ESP32
devices onto the Universities network. We will need to get into contact with Engineering
IT in order to safely connect our ESP32 devices onto the university network. This step is
necessary because we would like to ensure that there are no network vulnerabilities with
connecting ESP32 devices onto the university network.

2.3.2 Subsystem 2 (IoT device to AWS Server)
Similarly, to Subsystem 1, the biggest facet of difficulty within this subsystem is
managing the packets sent between the AWS Server and IoT Device. We need to ensure
that machine information details remain intact during the communication of IoT devices
and AWS servers.

As described in section 2.3.1, we will need to get into contact with Engineering IT in
order to safely connect our Raspberry Pi 3 (our IoT device) to the university’s network. If
this cannot be done, we have already researched multiple ways to get around connecting
to the university’s network. One method is using our Raspberry Pi 3 as its own router and
utilizing a private network of our own creation, independent of the university’s network.

2.3.3 Subsystem 3 (AWS Server to website)
The goal of the website is to provide a visually appealing interface that students can look
upon to view whether or not their favorite machines are being used. We will spend ample
time going through multiple designs for the front end of our website and asking our
fellow students whether or not they find the website visually appealing. Initially, we
would like to alert students that their machine of interest is free to be used via email
notification. But, we will also survey students to see how they would prefer being
notified.

Similar to Subsystem 1 and 2, we will consult with Engineering IT in order to ensure we
are setting up a safe network connection to AWS. Since we would like to send email
notifications to students, we will make sure that the AWS server is secure to perform
tasks on top of the University's network.

2.3.4 Subsystem 4 (Motion sensor to IoT device)
The primary function of the motion sensor is to detect use of the equipment without the
button being pressed. There are a few design considerations that we will need to consider
when placing and designing this subsystem. The motion sensor will need to be in a
location safe from the weights being used during an exercise. Also, since it is a part of the
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overall PCB design it will also need to be in a place where a student at the ARC can
easily locate and press the button.

2.3.5 Subsystem 5 (Power)
In order for our power subsystem to work as intended, we expect our rechargeable
lithium ion batteries to supply sufficient power to all on-board components on the PCB
both safely and efficiently. Especially with delivering power, one must be aware of
overheating and overcharging.

Overcharging leads to inefficient power draw, and has the potential to damage and
overheat the electrical components of the system itself. Since all of the components on
the PCB will be in close proximity, we will also need to ensure that the heating of any
component is not interfering with other components. We will also need to make sure the
overall apparatus that will encase the entire “ARC Machine Sensor” is ventilated to to
release heat generated by the electrical components.

One aspect we must monitor in regard to power is how easily ARC employees will be
able to recharge the batteries. The batteries being charged is critical to our project’s
success due to the fact that without power, all components on our PCB would not be able
to function. According to our power consumption calculations in section 2.2.5, we deduce
that batteries must be recharged every 5 days. Instead of replacing the batteries whenever
they die, ARC employees will be able to easily plug in any USB-C cable to charge the
batteries. Whenever the batteries are done charging, this cable can be removed, thus no
unnecessary mess will be created. As a result, this improves the safety of our design as a
whole. Moreover, from a consumer POV, our design is minimalistic and reduces user
interaction while still being able to function effectively.
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3. Cost and Schedule

3.1 Cost Analysis

The subtotal for all the parts necessary is $149.03. Assuming the following estimates, the salary
per team member would come out to: $35/hr * 2.5 * 15 hrs/wk * 10 wks = $13,125 * 3 =
$39,375 total labor cost. Our project is expected to require five hours of labor from the machine
shop. $38.17/hr * 5 hours = $190.85. Machine Shop Cost . Total cost including parts comes out
to $39,715.88.

Description Manufacturer Quantity Extended
Price

Link

ESP32-S2R2 Espressif
Systems

2 $1.50 link

FireBeetle 2 ESP32-E
MCU

FireBeetle 2 $8.90 link

Raspberry Pi 3 - Model B Adafruit 1 $35.00 link

12mm Button Gikfun 1 $8.78 link

5x Stemedu HC-SR501 PIR
Sensor

Stemedu 1 $9.99 link

RGB LEDs Adafruit 1 $3.95 link

5x AM312 PIR Sensor Aideepen 1 $9.59 link

Rechargeable 18650
Battery

Panasonic 4 $4.99 link

Raspberry Pi 3 Power
Adapter

Canakit 1 $9.95 link

2x18650 Battery Holder E-outstanding 1 $8.99 link

BQ2057 Charge Controller Texas
Instruments

4 $1.56 link

TP4056 USB C Li-Ion diymore 1 $9.59 link
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https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/espressif-systems/ESP32-S2R2/15222516
https://www.dfrobot.com/product-2231.html
https://www.adafruit.com/product/3055?src=raspberrypi
https://www.amazon.com/Gikfun-Waterproof-Button-Momentary-Arduino/dp/B07W5TGKQ3
https://www.amazon.com/HC-SR501-Sensor-Infrared-Arduino-Raspberry/dp/B07KBWVJMP/ref=asc_df_B07KBWVJMP/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=385487162049&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=6353229801928737287&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9022196&hvtargid=pla-823732620719&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=79288771155&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=385487162049&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=6353229801928737287&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9022196&hvtargid=pla-823732620719
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/adafruit-industries-llc/4684/13170959?utm_adgroup=Addressable%2C%20Specialty&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping_Product_Optoelectronics_NEW&utm_term=&utm_content=Addressable%2C%20Specialty&gclid=CjwKCAjwvsqZBhAlEiwAqAHEldLChyzQp09SEqp8CJWT1_ogFKAXzMvOS5MotpA1yUgI1l7_NeouRRoCllEQAvD_BwE
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09X38GPMN/ref=syn_sd_onsite_desktop_5?ie=UTF8&psc=1&pd_rd_plhdr=t
https://www.18650batterystore.com/products/panasonic-ncr18650ga-ga6?variant=40563598000279
https://www.amazon.com/CanaKit-Raspberry-Supply-Adapter-Listed/dp/B00MARDJZ4/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2UILN8XWQNPR2&keywords=raspberry+pi+usb+power+supply&qid=1664397261&qu=eyJxc2MiOiIzLjAwIiwicXNhIjoiMi44MiIsInFzcCI6IjIuODgifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=raspberry+pi+usb+power+supply%2Caps%2C146&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/outstanding-Batteries-Holder-Storage-Bronze/dp/B08L33LVM4/ref=sr_1_16?crid=3Q39RDPXZ3YOJ&keywords=2+18650+battery+holder+solder&qid=1664405072&s=electronics&sprefix=2+18650+battery+holder+sold%2Celectronics%2C92&sr=1-16
https://www.ti.com/product/BQ2057?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=app-null-null-GPN_EN-cpc-pf-google-wwe&utm_content=BQ2057&ds_k=BQ2057&DCM=yes&gclid=CjwKCAjw4c-ZBhAEEiwAZ105RSQBOP3GEiO7658Xf2MHBV7Ja_e4d-W4YnTBVrmsc2I9hR2nihzlZRoCPXcQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds&bm-verify=AAQAAAAG_____0k8oOrqCxhB8oK-3ea6WZRLT_6PEDnYoYQ5QlF6jzEoxwcwyTqsgP7BoSnOkBXTqDwp9F8m6LE4dOf375w4SHO1OoHLLuLDUKHOQm0Fl3UgoIxqcxSvGxwKyLRjoifRdnAHeqHf-bSRfy6ncQ03RGSXF-NaM6YvEu5WS32TrhLcWvnnT-dPWfTF5NlCOIaYuVbrZa_l7dCKPW6R60TAqWffJd6CGZ5GIM8v3zlcHXYqrHGzd6uD4FSLkVOQQyUqgGcljprz-79bUCpKkKBE3eKrM7BgseMhn0Zs3zqLyg0UDqsEO8xniE7aZkaA9PSLzh5JiOm-xzp3cNZ_YwweBebQF6JlvkGR6fsJK96DkrMRoX2tWf6b1LZkTX-JJcYx4wu_7kPaeKRrR2s8xWZmbsVZXAZm1pC-DiT9-PWoEihv6Ic2A6TiOsXZD2kiDJT4EjeCNkd1jVra4N_3AU_l4nNHu2stMzJGJcxsL34AirJusReZzU-XkSeJn_f0sEF-8dMweoqPhB0dckMRbSLElcAwgsZMB3Ia6qar41GqKQAeXQbD3Lp_Cr-tRnsUItIgKe78dXoN2p3Jb2oY95pW4ajPmcesjzzEiSKtDaIp1XjklLoWPCxi
https://www.amazon.com/Lithium-Battery-Charging-Protection-Functions/dp/B07MDPLQ18?th=1


Charger Module

8GB Micro SD Card for
Raspberry Pi

Verbatim 1 $6.19 link

3.2 Project Schedule and Task Allocation
We each are software oriented individuals, so we hope to do most PCB and EE related work

together, while splitting up the software work:

Week Team Deliverables Rohan Akhil Calvin

9/26 - 10/3 Design Doc Design Doc Design Doc Design Doc

10/3 - 10/10 Design Review
PCB Board Review

Finalize PCB
Design

Finalize PCB
Design

Finalize PCB
Design

10/10 -
10/17

PCB Order 1
Teamwork
Evaluation

Complete
Teamwork
Evaluation

Complete
Teamwork
Evaluation

Complete
Teamwork
Evaluation

10/17 -
10/24

Assemble Full PCB
Design

Assemble PCB
Start webdev

Assemble PCB
Start webdev

Assemble PCB
Start webdev

10/24 -
10/31

Ensure PCB Design
Works

Test PCB Test PCB Test PCB

10/31 - 11/7 PCB Order 2
Individual Progress
Reports

Complete
Progress Reports

Complete
Progress Reports

Complete
Progress Reports

11/7 - 11/14 Debug and Refine
Software

Debug Full
System

Debug Full
System

Debug Full
System

11/14 -
11/21

Mock Demo
Final Testing

Final Testing +
Demo Prep

Final Testing +
Demo Prep

Final Testing +
Demo Prep

11/21 -
11/28

Fall Break Break Break Break
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https://www.amazon.com/Verbatim-Premium-microSDHC-Memory-Adapter/dp/B00CBAUI40/ref=sr_1_7?keywords=Micro%2BSd%2BCard%2B8gb&qid=1664406219&qu=eyJxc2MiOiIzLjkxIiwicXNhIjoiMy41MSIsInFzcCI6IjMuNDAifQ%3D%3D&sr=8-7&th=1


11/28 - 12/5 Final Presentation
Final Paper

Work on Final
Paper and
Presentation

Work on Final
Paper and
Presentation

Work on Final
Paper and
Presentation

4. Ethics and Safety
There are a couple ethics and safety issues that our project is facing. We will make sure
that nothing in the code of ethics is breached, and that the safety of the user is the utmost
priority of the project.

The first ethical issue is the data collection that is performed whenever someone presses
the button to modify the machine availability. In order to make sure there are no breaches
in privacy, we will not be implementing an account system such that no personal
information will be tracked, nor will patterns be able to be perceived and logged. The
only use we currently have in mind for our project is for people to be able to see whether
or not the gym is busy regardless of who is utilizing the machines.

The other ethical issue is regarding the email notification function of our website. In
order to protect our user’s data, we will only be using it for notification purposes, and
will make sure the user knows the implications of submitting their email information.

Furthermore, we also have a safety issue due to utilizing a battery. In order to prevent any
possible hazards,  we will make sure to keep the PCB casing organized, and safely use
the batteries within the safe operating range.
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